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The dynamics of semiconductor lasers with fast gain is generally considered to suppress amplitude modulation, resulting in a frequency-modulated output. Since their first demonstration of frequency comb operation, quantum cascade lasers—ideal representatives of this class of lasers with fast gain dynamics—were indeed shown to emit frequency-modulated combs. The understanding of these frequency comb regimes has progressively evolved, being refined from simpler arguments to more advanced theories, considering the role of Kerr nonlinearity and linewidth enhancement factor. By now, the traditional frequency-modulated combs are rather well understood in quantum cascade lasers, but new types of frequency combs have emerged, reopening interesting physics questions in these lasers. Recent advancements on two open frontiers will be discussed: harmonic frequency combs, characterized by mode skipping of many free spectral ranges, and spatiotemporal structures with solitonic features, recently reported in unidirectional ring cavities. These new types of frequency combs open technological and fundamental perspectives, sprouting new interest in quantum cascade lasers.

1. Introduction

The study of laser dynamics boomed in the 1960s when the first observations of energetic pulses—a phenomenon originally called spiking[1]—in the emission of solid-state lasers motivated a thorough investigation of multimode behavior and self-locking. The following decades witnessed fundamental advances in the understanding of nonlinear laser dynamics[2] going hand in hand with technological progress in the stabilization of an output train of pulses from mode-locked lasers, resulting in strictly periodic waveforms corresponding to a comb of optical frequency modes equally spaced by extreme accuracy. Precision[3] is the keyword that defined the development of optical frequency combs (OFCs) and consequent impact on our society: OFCs are today a pillar in the field of optics, acknowledged by one half of the Nobel Prize in Physics shared in 2005 by Theodor W. Hänisch and John L. Hall. OFCs revolutionized optical clocks, linking radiofrequency standards to optical frequencies, as well as metrology, high-precision spectroscopy, and communications.[4–6]

Following the first tabletop sources, frequency comb generators progressively evolved, also shrinking in size, eventually making available chip-scale OFC platforms with great benefits in terms of portability. Today, there are many types of frequency combs, not only in terms of size, but also in terms of spectral range of emission, which covers, by combining all sources, the entire electromagnetic spectrum, from the terahertz to the deep ultraviolet region. Considering that such a wide range of sources exists, an important aspect to consider in order to distinguish them is the specific laser dynamics they follow. This is dictated by a set of laser parameters and defines the temporal characteristics of the emitted waveform. A common criterion of classification in laser dynamics is the one introduced by Tito Arecchi.[2,7] This consists in dividing lasers into three classes—class A, B and C—depending on the relative magnitude of three fundamental dynamical parameters related to material (i.e., population inversion and macroscopic polarization) and field variables: the carrier relaxation time or gain recovery time $T_1$, the polarization relaxation time $T_2$ (corresponding to the half-width of the spectral bandwidth) and the photon lifetime $T_c$, proportional to the cavity Q-factor (See Table 1). Moreover, depending on the laser class, a different set of Lamb’s self-consistency equations,[8,9] which involve the electric field, polarization, and population inversion, needs to be solved to determine the laser behavior. In the case of class-A lasers, only one equation is sufficient, as the active medium follows the field without delay; thus, both the inversion and polarization can be adiabatically eliminated, while in the case of class-B and C lasers, two and three equations are needed, respectively. In the context of OFCs, another important parameter determining the frequency comb dynamics is the characteristic time of intermodal beats $T_{rep}$, corresponding to the inverse of
1.1. Fast Gain Recovery

QCLs owe their fast gain dynamics to the nature of their electronic transitions. Differently from all other semiconductor lasers, QCLs rely on intersubband, rather than interband, transitions. The electronic transitions can be considered in a simplified picture as a sequential multi-step process (Figure 1b): first, electrons relax between intersubband levels in the active region; then the lower lasing level is depopulated, such as by phonon extraction combined with resonant tunneling, followed by electron transfer to the next active region. These steps repeat themselves in a cascade process that recycles the carriers for multiple photon emission through the device. The $T_1$ of QCLs is not simply given by the upper-to-lower level relaxation time, but it corresponds to the time it takes a carrier to relax in the active region and transport to the next active stage of the device. By taking the example of a typical 5 mm-long Fabry–Perot cavity with facets reflectivity $R = 0.28$ and low waveguide losses ($\alpha = 1 \text{ cm}^{-1}$), we see that $T_c$ is around 100 ps, much larger than $T_1$ and $T_2$, making QCLs ideal representatives of class-A lasers. Differently from the case of modelocked lasers, for which the relation $T_1 \gg T_c$ enables pulse generation using a fast saturable absorber, the opposite relation between the characteristic times of QCLs, that is $T_1 \ll T_c$, endows them with a fast saturable gain, or “reverse saturable absorber”, favoring continuous-wave emission. However, as we shall see, this intuition on the temporal behavior of QCLs turns out to be correct only to a certain extent, as pulses may also form in QCLs under some conditions, depending on the effective $T_{\text{rep}}$ and cavity geometry.

1.2. Linewidth Enhancement Factor

There is an important point to be made about the intersubband nature of electronic transitions in QCLs. In the case of two parabolic subbands (Figure 1b), the joint density of
states is delta-like giving a gain profile very similar to those of atomic transitions. In such a system, the linewidth is expected to be symmetric and narrow, with a broadening given by the Schawlow–Townes value $\Delta\nu_{\text{ST}}$, which is connected with fluctuations due to spontaneous emission. However, the linewidth of semiconductor lasers exhibits a broadening beyond the Schawlow–Townes limit, as quantified by the linewidth enhancement factor (LEF), or $\alpha$-parameter, by the relation $\Delta\nu = (1 + \alpha)\Delta\nu_{\text{ST}}$. The LEF couples amplitude and phase fluctuations of a lasing mode and was defined by Henry as $\alpha = (\partial n'/\partial N)/(\partial n''/\partial N)$, where $n'$ and $n''$ are the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index, respectively, and $N$ is the carrier density. In a homogeneously broadened medium at the peak of the gain spectrum, the LEF is expected to be zero since $n''/\partial N = 0$. However, due to the asymmetric gain profile (Figure 1d) and its effects on the refractive index dispersion via the Kramers–Kronig relations, the LEF of QCLs is non-zero. This asymmetry originates from various factors, including the non-parabolicity of the subbands, counter rotating terms,[20] and Bloch gain,[21] leading to an LEF of QCLs with above-threshold values measured at room temperature in the range $0.2$ to $3$.[22–27] (Figure 1e). This holds important consequences on OFC generation in QCLs. Fluctuations in amplitude of the first lasing mode affect, due to phase-amplitude coupling associated with the non-zero $\alpha$-parameter, the position of the cavity resonances with respect to the gain peak. This allows side modes to extract more gain and start lasing, producing a multimode instability with major implications in the formation of frequency-modulated combs in Fabry–Perot QCLs,[28] phase turbulence in free-running ring QCLs,[26] and temporal solitons in driven ring QCLs.[16]

### 1.3. From Multimode Spectra to Frequency Combs

OFCs are only a relatively recent development of QCLs. When first demonstrated in 1994, mid-infrared QCLs were multimode, low-power lasers operating in pulsed mode at cryogenic temperatures.[19] Technological advances over the next decade allowed for an evolution toward high-power continuous-wave mid-infrared QCLs operating at room temperature. More recently, an important milestone has also been reached in THz QCLs, which have overcome the need for bulky cryogenics by being able to operate with thermoelectric coolers and becoming portable systems useful outside the laboratory.[29] However, for a long time the multimode aspect of QCLs was seen as the effect of an incoherent instability due to an inhomogeneous distribution of carriers along the cavity—spatial hole burning—leaving little interest in these laser states.

It is only around 2007 that the hypothesis of coherent instabilities in QCLs was advanced to explain certain aspects of multimodal emission.[30,31] A particularly interesting effect concerns the spectral evolution as a function of current, which shows in some lasers the splitting of the spectrum into two shoulders, whose separation depends on the current (Figure 2a). This was explained as Rabi splitting, induced by the Risken–Nummedal–Graham–Haken (RNGH) instability.[12,33] The low threshold level of the multimode instability, which according to the RNGH model should occur only at a very high pumping level (about nine times the lasing threshold), was justified by showing that the inclusion of a saturable absorber in the Maxwell Bloch equations for the laser greatly reduces the RNGH threshold. A Kerr lensing mechanism was proposed as the origin of saturable absorption. Although the picture was not complete at the time, these early studies have been essential in indicating the possibility of frequency coherence in multimode QCL states.

The first indications of phase-locking in a QCL came in 2009 with the observation of a transition from multistability to a single stable state. The locking in this case was between transverse modes of the laser,[34,35] existing because of the large width of the optical waveguide (Figure 2b). Locking was explained as a nonlinear coupling mechanism due to four-wave-mixing (FWM), originating from the strong optical nonlinearity of the laser transition. Coherence between longitudinal—rather than transverse—modes of the laser was shown in 2012 demonstrating a mid-infrared QCL frequency comb,[36] (Figure 2e). The constant phase relation among the emitted modes of the frequency comb is the main difference with respect to a multimode laser state. Key developments for the achievement of this milestone were the engineering of multistack active regions and the introduction of a QCL comb characterization technique called intermode beat spectroscopy (IBS). IBS measures the autocorrelation of the intermode beat, by detecting the beatnote power at the output of a Michelson interferometer gaining useful insights in the properties of the OFC. Indeed, although the measurement of a narrow intermode beatnote is a signature of frequency locking, in this itself does not give much information about the phase relationship between the modes of the frequency comb. In IBS, on the other hand, the measured beatnote interferogram provides information about the frequency versus amplitude modulation character of the emitted waveform, based on the observed dip or peak of the interferogram recorded around zero delay (Figure 2e). Following the first works in the mid-infrared, THz QCL frequency combs were demonstrated with homogeneous[37] and heterogeneous[38,39] designs, opening the door to precision spectroscopy, imaging, and metrology also in the terahertz range.[40] Further efforts on dispersion engineering based on waveguide and coating designs (Figure 2c,d) optimized to reduce the net group velocity dispersion (GVD) of the laser,[41,42] as well as more elaborate schemes based on intersubband cavity polaritons in the case of THz QCLs,[43] allowed broadening the spectral extent of QCL combs and their current operation range.

One of the most promising applications in this field is dual-comb spectroscopy,[44–46] in which two sources of frequency combs with a slightly different mode spacing are used to interrogate a sample and reconstruct its molecular fingerprint directly in the radiofrequency range, by detecting the optical beat between the two lasers on a fast photodetector. Starting from the first demonstration of a mid-infrared QCL dual-comb spectrometer with frequency stabilized sources[47] followed by more recent works in the THz,[48–50] this research has allowed the realization of spectrometers over 1000 times faster and 1000 times brighter than traditional Fourier-transform infrared spectrometers (FTIR), all without moving parts, as only a radiofrequency scan—rather than a mechanical one—is needed to reconstruct the spectrum.[51] A priori it is not strictly necessary to have stabilized sources to obtain dual-comb measurements. In fact, it has been demonstrated that even QCL combs in free-running...
mode are sufficient for this purpose, if the laser fluctuations are corrected by computational coherent averaging.\textsuperscript{52} It is to be expected, however, that the ultimate laser performance will be superior with stabilized OFC sources.\textsuperscript{53}

2. Physics of Frequency-Modulated Combs

The temporal nature of a comb is dictated not only by its spectral shape, but also by its phases. In fact, given a spectrum, a variation of the phases can radically alter the type of temporal waveform: from a nearly flat intensity profile to short pulses—these are the extremes (Figure 3a). Generally, OFCs can be divided into two classes, amplitude-modulated (AM)\textsuperscript{54} and frequency-modulated (FM)\textsuperscript{55,56} combs, although obviously the realm of OFCs is not dichotomous and a whole range of intermediate cases exists.\textsuperscript{57} One of the advantages of FM combs is their constant intensity: The fact that the power is equally distributed in time avoids waveform distortions in case of propagation in media with a nonlinear power-dependent response, like the Kerr effect. On the other hand, AM combs can exploit pulses as an additional degree of freedom to obtain temporal resolution in spectroscopic measurements, such as in pump-probe spectroscopy.

Since their first demonstration, QCL combs were thought to be primarily FM. For example in ref.\textsuperscript{36} the IBS measurement showed a characteristic dip at zero-delay of the autocorrelation waveform which is typical of FM combs (Figure 2e). Furthermore, it was noticed that by adding a polyethylene sheet acting as an optical discriminator in front of a QCL comb, its emission was converted from FM to AM. In fact, it took many studies to fully understand the physics of FM combs in QCLs. This difficulty can be attributed to several reasons. First, the concept of fast gain recovery time is relative, since it depends on the ratio of $T_1$ to $T_{\text{rep}}$. In the case of QCL combs, depending on the beatnote frequency and therefore on the comb spacing, this can give rise to different types of temporal waveforms, more or less AM, illustrating the complex dynamics of these lasers.\textsuperscript{56} The degree of AM can be quantified by defining the intensity modulation depth parameter $\sigma_I / \langle I \rangle$, where $\sigma_I$ is the standard deviation of the time-domain intensity and $\langle I \rangle$ its time-averaged value over $T_{\text{rep}}$.\textsuperscript{56,58} Another reason is related to the difficulty in measuring the phases of QCLs. IBS was a first technique that gave only a qualitative idea of the type of temporal waveform. A breakthrough came with the introduction of shifted-wave interference Fourier transform spectroscopy (SWIFTS).\textsuperscript{59} Similarly to IBS, SWIFTS measures the intermode beatnote interferogram using a Michelson interferometer that acts as a frequency discriminator. However, in the case of SWIFTS, not only the power of the beatnote but its two quadratures are recorded with a lock-in amplifier (Figure 3b) giving access to both the phase and amplitude distributions of the frequency comb, as well as to its temporal waveform. The reference of the lock-in amplifier is given by the laser beatnote, which is measured using a photodetector before
The interferometer or directly extracted electrically off the chip. SWIFTS characterization of Fabry–Perot QCL combs typically shows a characteristic linear frequency chirp for fundamental combs\cite{60} (Figure 3d). Subsequently, nonlinear autocorrelation based on two-photon detectors (Figure 3c) confirmed this result for harmonic combs\cite{56} (Figure 3e). An additional technique that can be used to characterize QCL frequency combs is dual-comb multiheterodyne, where the Fourier phases of a generic OFC are extracted by direct comparison with a metrological-grade or well-characterized OFC\cite{61,62}. This method, called Fourier-transform analysis of comb emission (FACE), has an advantage with respect to SWIFTS that it can also be applied when the intermode beat of the frequency comb under study is not easily accessible due to photodetector bandwidth limitations, as in the case of widely spaced harmonic frequency combs. Another convenient aspect of FACE is its simultaneous and real-time characterization of several comb teeth, which is opposite to the asynchronous nature of SWIFTS that only measures relative phases of mode pairs. On the other hand, SWIFTS is more suitable to verify the existence of partial coherence, as in the case of combs affected by transients with high phase noise\cite{92}. Finally, the last hurdle in understanding QCL combs lies in identifying the key ingredients that account for the temporal dynamics of QCLs in the theoretical models, which have only gradually been clarified. It started with early theories of self-frequency modulation\cite{17} and pseudo-random comb dynamics\cite{63} which correctly predicted a nearly constant power and stable comb emission but also frequency-modulation features that were not confirmed by the subsequent experimental measurements. In THz QCLs, initial modeling studies combining four-wave-mixing, spatial hole burning, tunneling, and dispersion could reproduce rather well the experimental spectra and some characteristic time-domain features, such as a temporal switching corresponding to low and high frequency components of the spectrum\cite{64}. The maximum emission principle, according to which a laser with a short $T_1$ should minimize amplitude fluctuations and thus operate in an FM state, was then re-examined\cite{56}. It was found that QCLs are among the best lasers to demonstrate this principle but only as long as the reciprocal of the beatnote frequency, that is, $T_{\text{rep}}$, is much larger than $T_1$. When $T_{\text{rep}} \approx T_1$, the maximum emission principle is not satisfied anymore, and the partial AM nature of the laser emerges. The last years have seen the most rapid development in terms of theory. Key ingredients underlying the formation of FM combs were identified, corresponding to the GVD and the already mentioned LEF, which originates from gain asymmetry and Bloch gain\cite{21} leading to a giant Kerr nonlinearity. LEF and GVD give rise to the chirped output. In addition to this, SHB triggers multimode operation, and gain saturation suppresses amplitude modulation. A master equation combining all these elements was shown to reproduce in numerical simulations all the experimental features of QCL combs, including its linear frequency chirp\cite{28}. Recently, the analysis of the spatiotemporal structures of FM combs allowed to deepen the origin of the QCL comb states. These were called “extendons”,
as a reference to their extended (rather than localized) occupation of the Fabry–Perot cavity, and were obtained by formulating a theoretical model inspired by the Lugiato–Lefever equation (LLE), adapted to Fabry–Perot cavities,[65] showing that the chirp bandwidth is proportional to a combination of $T_1$ and $T_2$. Moreover, FM combs were also shown to occur in systems with slower gain recovery times,[65] such as quantum well and quantum dot lasers.

In the last few years, new laser states have emerged in QCLs that go beyond the FM combs discussed so far, opening new fundamental and technological perspectives in these lasers, to which we will devote the following sections.

3. Harmonic Frequency Combs

Beginning in 2014, some preliminary observations[66–69] pointed to the ability of mid-IR and THz QCLs to skip modes and generate multimode spectra with a separation larger than one free spectral range (FSR, Figure 4a). These early indications culminated in the pioneering work of 2016, which revealed the entire phenomenology of the harmonic state through a systematic study of many devices with different bandstructure and emission wavelength, accompanied by a perturbative theory providing the first elements that could explain how the laser oscillates on widely spaced modes.[13] In this work, the observation of a clear single-mode instability threshold in continuous-wave Fabry–Perot QCLs was reported. It manifests itself in the appearance of sidebands separated by tens of FSRs from the first lasing mode, at a pump current slightly above the lasing threshold. The number of sidebands increased with increasing current while maintaining the same separation, which suggests harmonic modelocking.[13] The low instability threshold and the large sideband spacing arise from the combination of an unclamped, incoherent Lorentzian gain due to the population grating, and a coherent parametric gain caused by temporal population pulsations that changes the spectral gain line shape. The parametric term suppresses the gain of sidebands whose separation is much smaller than the reciprocal gain recovery time, while enhancing the gain of more distant sidebands. Thus, the harmonic state is the result of the QCL acting as a self-pumped parametric oscillator.[13] The large gain recovery frequency of the QCL compared to the FSR is essential to observe this parametric effect, which is responsible for the multiple-FSR sideband separation. This work pointed to a deep connection between parametric oscillation in optically pumped Kerr microresonators and the single-mode instability of lasers—an analogy that will be later corroborated in ring QCLs.[16,26,62,70]

In fact, one of the most intriguing features of this state is its spectral distribution, which features an intense central peak with a family of nearly symmetrical sidebands, which become progressively weaker the further they lie from the center of the harmonic frequency comb. This was first observed in a THz QCL as the pumping level is incremented, showing the transition from a single mode to a harmonic state spaced by 46 FSR, and finally to a fundamental frequency comb.[13]

Figure 4. Generation and control of harmonic frequency combs. a) Representation of two Fabry–Perot (FP) QCLs generating a harmonic frequency comb with widely spaced modes (left) and a fundamental frequency comb spaced by 1 free-spectral range (FSR, right). b) Spectral evolution of a mid-infrared QCL as the pumping level is incremented, showing the transition from a single mode to a harmonic state spaced by 46 FSR, and finally to a fundamental frequency comb. Reproduced with permission.[13] Copyright 2016, American Physical Society. c) Control of the spacing of a harmonic state in a FP QCL by injection of an optical seed generated from an external-cavity (EC) QCL. The frequency of the seed is marked by an arrow in the harmonic state spectrum. Adapted with permission.[74] Copyright 2020, AIP Publishing. d) Tuning the number of skipped modes by applying a differential voltage ($\Delta V$) in a two-section FP QCL. Reproduced with permission.[75] Copyright 2018, Optical Society of America. e) Optical microscope image of a ring QCL with defects fabricated by optical lithography. Geometric positioning of the defects in the ring cavity allows to set the spacing of the harmonic comb. Reproduced with permission.[77] Copyright 2021, Optical Society of America. f) Downconversion of a mid-infrared harmonic comb to the terahertz (THz) region at room temperature based on difference-frequency generation. Reproduced under terms of the CC-BY license.[79] Copyright 2019, the Authors, published by Springer Nature. g) Self-starting harmonic frequency comb measured from a THz QCL. Reproduced with permission.[80] Copyright 2021, AIP Publishing.
spectrum (Figure 4b). Beside this spectral indication of a parametric process underlying the formation of the harmonic state, a rigorous demonstration of its frequency comb nature was obtained by multiheterodyne measurements. Based on the beating between two QCLs—one operating in the harmonic state and the other in a fundamental frequency comb state with a spacing of 1 FSR. This allowed downconversion to a THz harmonic comb (Figure 4f), thus bridging these two distinct spectral regions. It has also been reported that harmonic combs can be robustly generated directly at THz frequencies using copper-based THz double-metal QCLs (Figure 4g). On the theoretical side, there is still an ongoing debate on how the harmonic state can be self-starting. The most recent advances based on time- and frequency-domain theory show that the harmonic state can be stable and self-supported under continuous pumping, but the exact conditions that trigger it are still under investigation.

The discovery of time-dependent gratings in QCLs has opened a new technological perspective for the harmonic state: using the mid-IR QCL as a photonic sub-THz generator. In fact, it must be noted that the frequencies that characterize the spacing of these combs, which can reach many hundreds of gigahertz, also correspond to oscillations of the laser population inversion. In front of this perspective, the first problem faced was to extract the radiation originating from the beating of the comb modes. To this end, the first proof of principle focused on the extraction of RF waves from a QCL operating in the fundamental comb state, spaced by 1 FSR and corresponding to 5.5 GHz. The spatial distribution of these dynamic gratings, which in the case of a fundamental comb consists of two antiphase oscillating lobes, is reminiscent of the alternating potential that exists in a dipole antenna. However, due to the metallic continuity of the electrode, most of the radiofrequency energy generated remains trapped in the laser rather than being emitted as from an antenna. The strategy put into practice was therefore to redesign the geometry of the Fabry–Perot QCL by inserting a gap to transform its contact and feed an integrated microwave antenna. This allowed emitting in free space the radiofrequencies generated by the laser, whose emission profile was characterized in an anechoic chamber. In addition to this, it was possible to encode useful information in the emitted radio signal: modulating the current of the QCL with the voltage generated at the output of an audio player, the spacing of the optical comb was modulated and therefore also the microwave signal emitted by the laser. This made it possible to wirelessly transfer a song using the QCL as a Wi-Fi radio transmitter, where the generation, modulation, and emission functions are integrated in the same device, named a laser radio transmitter. Beside current modulation, other encoding schemes are possible, such as those based on temperature tuning and the injection of radiofrequency signals, as well as using a light-emitting diode as an actuator to control comb emission.

Regarding higher-frequency generation, research has more recently begun to move in the direction of sub-THz emission by demonstrating emission from 25 to 500 GHz, albeit using the intermode beats of a THz QCL comb, rather than a mid-IR one. The laser radio transmitter concept is more general and could
also be implemented using, for example, quantum dots, which have recently been shown to behave as fast gain media.\cite{84} In this platform, the concept of RF generation in a laser was already proposed in 2009,\cite{85} but using saturable absorbers and without exploiting laser gratings nor modulating the carrier to encode information. By combining the methods of harmonic state control, sub-THz radiation extraction, and high-frequency modulation for information encoding, research on the laser radio could have an impact in the future of ultrafast sub-terahertz wireless communications,\cite{86-88} once the device is properly optimized for better RF coupling\cite{81} (e.g., by adding a thick dielectric spacer between the top and ground QCL contacts). One of the advantages of harmonic combs over fundamental combs for this type of application is that the higher frequency tones generated by the beating of the few powerful modes of the harmonic state is stronger (by approximately 37 dB, based on the analysis of ref. [81]), especially since we know that the higher the intermode separation, the more difficult it is for the laser to suppress intensity modulation. In terms of sub-THz energy extraction, it was realized that the best geometry for a laser radio is not the Fabry–Perot geometry, since in this case also mid-infrared light is emitted from the laser without any use, but rather the ring geometry, in which light is kept inside the resonator and the threshold current density is several times lower. The efforts to demonstrate ring QCL combs opened a whole new chapter in QCL research that we will discuss in the next section.

4. Ring Frequency Combs

The ring geometry has been utilized in QCLs since more than a decade.\cite{89} However, the goal of the first investigations was to fabricate surface-emitting lasers to benefit from integrability into 2D arrays and on-wafer testing. To this end, these early devices featured lithographically written gratings around the perimeter of the ring to allow extraction of the optical beam in the far field (Figure 5a). Although interesting from a technological point of view, these lasers did not allow the study of the intrinsic physics of a QCL ring, due to the perturbation caused by the surface gratings. It is only very recently that interest in the exploration of QCL rings with an ideal cavity (Figure 5b) started to arise.\cite{26,90} In principle, from this type of cavity, one would expect single-mode emission throughout the laser operating range, unlike Fabry–Perot cavities. In fact, it is a common notion that in a ring laser where there are no counter-propagating waves—because of the absence of an intra-cavity reflection element—a multimode state cannot be generated, except at an extremely high, and often unachievable, laser pumping level of nine times the lasing threshold.\cite{32,33} However, with much surprise, two recent studies have found that QCL rings exhibit a multimode transition at low injection current and generate frequency combs, albeit with different spectral characteristics than Fabry–Perot lasers. In particular, the spectra emitted by QCL rings consist of a set of grouped modes with a characteristic sech\(^2\)-type envelope (Figure 5c,d). For the purpose of control, QCL rings integrating a small defect in the waveguide were also fabricated to induce counter-propagating waves,\cite{26} showing a different spectral emission similar to that of Fabry–Perot QCLs, which is dominated by SHB.

The observation of combs in defect-free QCL rings challenged established notions in the field. This has led to the discovery that the initial single-mode state of the laser is destabilized due to a phase turbulence phenomenon\cite{26} (Figure 5e) described by Ginzburg–Landau theory and common to many physical

Figure 5. Laser emission enabled by the ring geometry. a) SEM image of a surface-emitting ring QCL with grating coupler shown together with the laser far-field distribution. Reproduced with permission.\cite{89} Copyright 2008, AIP Publishing. b) Image of an ideal ring QCL without any outcoupling structure that could perturb its intrinsic physics. c,d) Frequency combs generated by ideal rings like the one shown in (b). Top: Adapted with permission.\cite{26} Copyright 2020, Springer Nature; Bottom: Adapted with permission.\cite{90} Copyright 2020, Optical Society of America. e) Space–time diagram showing the evolution of the intensity in the ring QCL. A multimode instability is produced due to phase turbulence that, after a locking process, leads to a stable pattern, corresponding to a frequency comb. Reproduced with permission.\cite{26} Copyright 2020, Springer Nature. f) Experimental set-up used to identify the clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) operation of the ring laser. g) Temporal soliton profile predicted by theory in an externally driven ring QCL. Reproduced with permission.\cite{16} Copyright 2021, American Physical Society. h) Measured dissipative Kerr soliton (green curve) coexisting with a dispersive wave (red curve) from a free-running ring QCL. Data source: ref. [62].
systems, such as superconductors and Bose–Einstein condensates. The instability occurs at low pumping and in the absence of defects even in numerical simulations, and is justified rigorously on a theoretical basis by rewriting the laser master equation in the form of the complex Ginzburg–Landau equation (CGLE).[91] This mathematical treatment method can only be done for unidirectional lasers (Figure 5) with fast gain dynamics and with a non-zero LEF, such as QCLs (Figure 1e). The only two parameters involved in the CGLE are mainly determined by the GVD and LEF of the laser. In the parameter space, it is possible to define different regions, delimited by the Benjamin–Feir lines, where a multimode instability may or may not occur. In ref., [26] it was shown that the QCL rings exhibiting a multimode regime belong to the instability region, close to the Benjamin–Feir lines.

Since these early studies, similarities with passive Kerr microcombs, such as multistability and the sech² spectral envelope, were highlighted. These insights have been consolidated in recent theoretical works that generalize the LLE by introducing a new single equation simultaneously capturing the physics of two distinct classes of frequency comb generators based on nonlinear active and passive optical media.[16,70] Their formal unification makes it possible to establish a rigorous connection between the similar types of frequency comb spectra that can be observed in these systems. In addition, the generalized LLE also allows to study a hybrid device that combines several features of active and passive systems: it is a ring QCL driven by an external optical signal like a passive Kerr microresonator. In this way, the QCL is effectively transformed into a nonlinear driven-damped oscillator with interesting consequences: temporal solitons can form in the system (Figure 5g), in contrast to the FM character of free-running Fabry–Perot QCLs. In addition, a train of temporal solitons can be excited ad hoc in the cavity by means of appropriate write pulses, allowing one to manipulate the OFC in the spectral domain and create reconfigurable bit sequences that encode information within the cavity in the time domain.[16] More generally, the spatiotemporal structures observed in the injected QCL system, such as Turing rolls and temporal solitons, are great examples of self-organizing phenomena in spatially extended dissipative systems studied in different branches of nonlinear physics. Moreover, a recent experimental demonstration has shown that such waveforms can also form spontaneously in the cavity without an external driving field, provided that the GVD is properly engineered.[64] In this realization, the soliton pumping field is generated by direct electrical driving and arises at the zero crossing of the dispersion, resembling Cherenkov radiation. However, these dissipative Kerr solitons coexist with a dispersive wave and require spectral filtering outside the laser to be separated from the background (Figure 5h).

5. Perspectives

The QCL is like a phoenix that cyclically regenerates from its ashes: when in 2007 it seemed that most of the potential of this laser was already realized, the demonstration of coherent instabilities, and later of OFCs, opened new horizons. What makes the QCL so special among semiconductor lasers is its fast gain recovery: as reported here, this rapid carrier dynamics allows for a wide variety of frequency comb states, ranging from FM waveforms to temporal solitons. Now with the rapid advancement of dual-comb spectroscopy, ring QCLs, and harmonic states, we are again at the beginning of an exciting phase of research in QCLs. QCL comb spectrometers could replace FTIRs in the near future, enabling millisecond time resolution with a large spectral bandwidth, opening up new opportunities in trace gas detection and real-time process analysis. The possibility of generating, extracting, and modulating sub-THz carriers in laser radio devices could offer an original approach in the development of ultrafast wireless communication systems. Our vision is that ring QCLs, thanks to their fast gain medium and the ability to engineer harmonic comb states, combine both a laser frequency comb source and a fast detector in one cavity, and thus do not require any heterogeneous integration for sub-THz photomixing. Finally, the increasing similarity in terms of behavior between these lasers and passive Kerr microresonators holds promise to make QCLs their active counterpart, extending the applications of solitons to the mid-infrared range for future battery-driven, miniaturized, turnkey spectrometers covering the molecular fingerprinting region. Further improvements in this direction should focus on the design of efficient light outcouplers, while paying attention not to perturb the physics of the ring multimode instability, as well as on the extension of the comb bandwidth.
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